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Abstract
A multi-hop synchronous radio network is said to be unknown if the nodes have no knowledge
of the topology. A basic task in radio network is that of broadcasting a message (created by a
4xed source node) to all nodes of the network. Typical operations in real-life radio networks is
the multi-broadcast that consists in performing a set of r independent broadcasts. The study of
broadcast operations on unknown radio network is started by the seminal paper of Bar-Yehuda
et al. [J. Comput. System Sci. 45 (1992) 104] and has been the subject of several recent works.
In this paper, we study the completion and the termination time of distributed protocols for
both the (single) broadcast and the multi-broadcast operations on unknown networks as func-
tions of the number of nodes n, the maximum eccentricity D, the maximum in-degree , and
the congestion c of the networks. We establish new connections between these operations and
some combinatorial concepts, such as selective families, strongly selective families (also known
as superimposed codes), and pairwise r-di)erent families. Such connections, combined with a
set of new lower and upper bounds on the size of the above families, allow us to derive new
lower bounds and new distributed protocols for the broadcast and multi-broadcast operations. In
particular, our upper bounds are almost tight and strongly improve over the previous bounds for
a large class of networks.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Radio networks
Radio networks have been the subject of several works in recent years due to their
potential applications in scenarios such as battle4elds, emergency disaster relief, and
in any situation in which it is very diHcult (or impossible) to provide the necessary
infrastructure [37,39]. As in other network models, a challenging task is to enable fast
communication.
A radio network is a set of radio stations that are able to communicate by trans-
mitting and receiving radio signals. A transmission range is assigned to each station
s and any other station within this range can directly (i.e. by one hop) receive mes-
sages from s. Communication between two stations that are not within their respective
ranges can be achieved by multi-hop transmissions. This implies that radio networks in
the ideal environment can be seen as a particular class of geometric graphs. However,
the presence of natural and arti4cial environment hurdles (such as mountains, buildings,
etc.) potentially yields all possible network topologies. A useful (and sometimes un-
avoidable) paradigm of radio communication is the structuring of communication into
synchronous time-slots. This paradigm is commonly adopted in the practical design of
protocols and hence the use of the paradigm in theoretical analysis is well motivated
[3,24,38].
A radio network can be modeled as a directed graph where an edge (u; v) exists
if and only if u can communicate with v in one hop. The nodes of a radio network
are processing units, each of which is able to perform local computations. It is also
assumed that every node can perform any local computation required for deciding the
next send/receive operation during the current time-slot. In every time-slot, each node
can be active or non-active. When active, it can decide to be either transmitter or
receiver: in the former case the node transmits a message along all of its outgoing
edges while, in the latter case, it tries to recover messages from all its incoming edges.
When it is not active, it does not perform operations of any kind. The fundamental
feature here is that a node v can recover a message from one of its incoming edges if
and only if this edge is the only one bringing in a message. If two or more neighbors
of a node are transmitting at the same time-slot then a collision occurs. Nodes do
not distinguish between the background noise and the noise due to a collision (i.e.,
we are in the case of absence of collision detection [36,3]). A radio network is said
to be unknown when every node knows nothing about the network but its own label
[9–11]. Informally speaking, unknown radio networks, with absence of collision detec-
tion, model communication networks in which the assumptions on the nodes’ knowl-
edge are minimal. An important motivation in studying unknown networks with no
collision detection is that, in several applications, the network topology is unstable
or dynamic and it is diHcult to distinguish the presence of a collision from the
background noise of the channel. Another motivation comes from its strong con-
nection with the fault-tolerance issue [35,30,32,13]. Unknown networks can also be
seen as “known” networks (i.e. networks in which nodes have the knowledge of the
entire initial topology) with unknown permanent faults. A node (or an edge) is said
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to suKer a permanent fault if it is never active during the entire execution of the
protocol [30,15].
It is easy to show that a broadcast protocol for unknown fault-free networks is
also an (unknown permanent-)fault tolerant protocol for general (known) networks
and vice versa. So, the results obtained in the unknown model immediately apply to
the permanent-fault tolerance issue.
One of the fundamental tasks in network communication is the broadcast operation.
It consists in transmitting a message from one source node to all the nodes.
According to the network model described above, the communication protocol op-
erates in time-slots: at every time-slot, each active node decides to either transmit or
receive, or turn into the non-active state. Two kinds of broadcast protocols have been
considered in the literature [3,6,9,10]: spontaneous protocols, in which the starting
time-slot is known to all the nodes and, thus, every node can transmit even if it has
not received any message in previous time-slots; non-spontaneous protocols in which
a node (which is not the source) may act as a transmitter in a time-slot only if it has
received a message in some previous time-slots (while the source starts at time-slot 0).
A deterministic (randomized) broadcast protocol is said to have completed broadcast-
ing when all nodes, reachable from the source, have received (with high probability 1)
the source message. Notice that when this happens, the nodes not necessarily stop to
run the protocol since they might not know that the operation is completed. We also
say that a broadcast protocol terminates in time t if, after the time-slot t, all the nodes
are in the non-active state (i.e. when all nodes stop to run the protocol).
The completion and termination time of Deterministic (Randomized) Broadcast
protocols, in short DB (RB) protocols, will be analyzed as functions of the following
parameters of the network: the number n of nodes, the maximum in-degree , and
the maximum eccentricity D over all possible source nodes. Given a source node s,
the eccentricity of s is the largest distance between s and any node of the network.
Observe that the maximum eccentricity equals the diameter in the case of symmetric
networks.
A typical task in real-life radio networks is that of performing a set of simultaneous
and independent broadcast operations: a multi-broadcast operation is to perform r¿1
broadcasts (from an arbitrary multiset of source nodes). The completion time of a
Deterministic (Randomized) multi-Broadcast protocol, in short multi-DB (multi-RB)
protocols, is de4ned as follows. A multi-DB (multi-RB) protocol on a radio network
has completion time t if, (with high probability) every broadcast message is received
by all the nodes reachable from the source of the message within the 4rst t time-slots.
The termination time of a multi-DB (multi-RB) protocol is de4ned as for DB protocols.
As for the channel bandwidth, we distinguish two models. In the Unbounded-
Bandwidth (in short UB) model [11], a node can send=receive messages of unbounded
size (so, a node can send an arbitrary large subset of the r messages in one time-slot).
In the Bounded-Bandwidth (in short BB) model [4], every node can send messages
of size at most O(log n + log r) in one time-slot. In this model, the completion time
of the protocols also depends on the congestion (denoted as c) which is de4ned as
1 A formal de4nition of completion time for randomized protocols will be given later.
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the maximum number of broadcast messages that a node has to receive (where the
maximum is computed over all possible nodes).
1.2. Previous results
1.2.1. Broadcast
The 4rst result on broadcasting in unknown radio networks can be found in the semi-
nal paper [3] by Bar-Yehuda et al. They provide a non-spontaneous RB protocol having
expected completion time O((D+log n) log n)). Observe that their randomized protocol
does not terminate when no upper bound on n is known. In [1], a lower bound N(log2 n)
is shown for RB protocols that holds even for graphs of constant eccentricity (and
diameter). The best known general lower bound for RB protocols is N(D log(n=D)),
obtained in [31]. As for non-spontaneous DB protocols, Bruschi and Del Pinto [6]
obtained a lower bound N(D log n) for symmetric networks of diameter D. Moreover,
an equivalent lower bound for spontaneous DB protocols on directed networks has
been proved by Chlebus et al. [9]. More recently, Kowalski and Pelc [29] proved an
N(n1=4) lower bound for spontaneous DP protocols on symmetric network of diameter
4. The 4rst DB protocol for unknown radio networks has been presented in [7,8]. The
protocol is based on the construction of superimposed codes [28] (see Section 2), even
though this is not explicitly stated. The protocol has O(D2 log3 n= log2 )) completion
time. In [5], another combinatorial tool, recently called selective families, 2 has been
introduced in order to derive a DB protocol that works in O(D(log n)log ) comple-
tion time. Observe that this performance is worse than that of [7,8] since the protocol
relies on an ineHcient, explicit construction of selective families. The same combi-
natorial tool has been used in [9] to design an O(n11=6) DB protocol. By means of
a better use of selective families, more eHcient DB protocols have been obtained
in [10]. Among others, they present a DB protocol having O(n3=2) completion time.
The best presently known deterministic upper bound for general unknown networks is
O(n log2 n) and is obtained by means of a DB protocol introduced by Chrobak et al. in
[11]. The upper bound is not constructive, however, Indyk [27] shows that this upper
bound can be made constructive by paying a polylogarithmic factor. We also notice
that a DB protocol for symmetric unknown networks is presented in [9] that has O(n)
completion time.
It thus turns out that all previous deterministic upper bounds on general unknown
networks are either superlinear in n (independently of the parameters D and ) or they
contain a 2 factor.
1.2.2. Multi-broadcast
As for the UB model, Chrobak et al. [11] provide a multi-DB protocol for the
gossiping operation (i.e., the special case of n simultaneous broadcast operations, each
starting from one diKerent node) that has O(n3=2) completion time. Multi-broadcast
in the BB model has been studied in [4], where a randomized distributed protocol is
presented that performs the broadcast of r messages in O((D+r) log log n) completion
2 A formal de4nition will be given later.
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Table 1
Previous results Our results
Deterministic Randomized Deterministic
Lower bound N(D log n) N(D log(n=D)) N(D log(n=)) for 6n=D
Upper bound
O(n log2 n);
O
(
D2 log3 n
log2 
) O((D + log n) log n) O(D log(n=) log1+ n)
time. However, this protocol does not work on unknown networks: it indeed assumes
that every node knows its respective neighborhood and that the network is symmetric.
Moreover, it requires a set-up phase in which a Breadth First Search tree is computed
in O((n+ D log n) log) time-slots.
1.3. Our results
1.3.1. Broadcast
Our 4rst contribution is the construction of a family of directed layered graphs that
yields an N(n logD) lower bound on the completion time of non spontaneous DB
protocols on unknown networks. The lower bound given in [9,3] (i.e. N(D log n)) is
superlinear only when D is “almost” linear, i.e., D=!(n= log n). Instead, our lower
bound implies a superlinear number of time-slots for any D=!(1) and, moreover, it
implies that the O(n log2 n) deterministic upper bound given in [11] is almost optimal
when D=N(n), for any constant ¿0. We emphasize that our lower bound also
holds when every node knows n and . A simple variant of our family of graphs
allows us to get the 4rst lower bound that also depends on : we indeed provide an
N(D log(n=)) lower bound that holds for any 6n=D. This lower bound implies
that the bound O(n log2 n) given in [11] is almost optimal whenever D=N(n).
On the other hand, we provide a new broadcast technique that yields the 4rst DB
protocols having a completion-time that does not contain the factor n and contains D
and  as linear factors. More precisely, we obtain an O(D log(n=) log1+ n) upper
bound, where  is any 4xed real positive constant.
Our protocols are thus not eHcient when D=!(n poly log n). However, by compar-
ing them with our N(D log(n=)) lower bound, we can see that these upper bounds
are almost optimal when =O(n=D).
Table 1 summarizes previous and our results for the broadcast operation on unknown
networks.
1.3.2. Multi-broadcast
Let us 4rst consider the BB model. By combining the trivial lower bound N(D) with
the fact that a node cannot receive more than one message per time-slot, it is easy to
derive an N(D+ c) lower bound for the multi-broadcast operation for both randomized
and deterministic protocols (observe that, in the UB model, we can only get N(D)
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since the congestion c is always 1). On the other hand, we are not aware of any lower
bound of the form N(f(c) · g(n)) where both f and g are some unbounded functions.
Such a kind of lower bounds is important since it implies that a “perfect pipeline”
protocol (i.e., a protocol yielding an O(SB(D; n) + c) upper bound, where SB(D; n)
is the best upper bound available for the broadcast operation) is not achievable. We
provide the 4rst lower bound of the kind de4ned above, even under very restrictive
topology conditions. We indeed derive a family of graphs with =2 that forces any
multi-DB protocol to perform at least N(c+(c= log c+D) log n) time-slots to complete
multi-broadcast operations. Then, we derive an N(c+(c= log c) log n+D log n=D) lower
bound to multi-RD protocols. Hence, perfect pipelining is not achievable even with the
help of distributed random choices.
We observe that the above lower bounds also hold in presence of collision detection
and when the nodes know n and=or .
On the other hand, we combine a variant of our (single) broadcast technique with
a suitable “local” scheduling (that solves the congestions arising inside every node)
in order to get a multi-DB protocol for the BB model. This protocol has O((D +
c)2 log2+ n) completion time (where  is any 4xed real positive constant) and it
can be converted into an eHciently constructible one having O((D + c)2 log3+ n)
completion time.
By comparing the above upper bounds with our deterministic lower bound, we have
that our multi-DB protocols turn out to be “almost” optimal (i.e., only a polylog-
arithmic factor away from the lower bound) when =O(poly log n). We also em-
phasize that, for =O(1), our deterministic upper bound is almost equivalent to the
O((D + r) log log n) randomized upper bound [4] in which it is even assumed that
the network is symmetric and the nodes know their respective neighborhood.
As for the UB model, since arbitrary large concatenation of the messages inside
a node can be sent along the outgoing edges, we can use a simpler version of our
multi-DB protocols. In this version, the local scheduling is not required and, thus, we
get an O(D2 log2+ n) upper bound.
1.4. Organization of the paper
Section 2 provides an overview of the connections between the issue of radio broad-
casting and some combinatorial concepts and results. In Section 3, the proofs of such
combinatorial results are given. Section 4 describes the results on the broadcast oper-
ation. In Section 5, the results on the multi-broadcast operation are presented. Finally,
Section 6 discusses the obtained results and proposes some open problems.
2. Techniques and combinatorial results: an overview
The proofs of our upper and lower bounds exploit some new combinatorial results
that we believe to have a per se interest. In this section, we provide a description
of such results and we outline their connection with broadcast and multi-broadcast
operations.
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In [9], Chlebus et al. make an explicit use of selective families in designing DB
protocols in unknown networks. In what follows, the set {1; : : : ; n} is denoted as [n].
Denition 2.1. Let n and k be any integers with k6n. A family F of subsets of [n]
is (n; k)-selective if, for every non empty subset Z of [n] such that |Z |6k, there is a
set F in F such that |Z ∩F |=1.
Let F= {F1; : : : ; Fm} be an (n; )-selective family. Then, it is easy to de4ne DB
protocol on a network of n nodes and maximum in-degree  (this protocol has been
introduced in [9,10]).
A node u transmits at time-slot t6m iK it has received the source message (i.e.
it is informed) and u∈Ft .
During the execution of these m time-slots, thanks to the selective property of F,
for each set of d6 nodes, there is at least one time-slot in which only one of the
nodes of the set can transmit. This guarantees that at least one non-informed node
gets informed. By iterating this process n times, the broadcast is completed. Thus
the completion time of such DB protocol is n|F|.
We prove that there exist (n; k)-selective families of size O(k log(n=k)). We also
prove that this upper bound is optimal, that is, any (n; k)-selective family has size
N(k log(n=k)). On one hand, such small selective families are combined with a new
broadcast technique in order to obtain our DB protocols. On the other hand, the lower
bound on the size of selective families allows us to obtain lower bounds on the comple-
tion time of DB protocols. Very recently (after the conference versions of our paper),
Indyk [22] has provided an eHcient construction of (n; k)-selective families of size
min{n; k poly log n}.
In designing multi-DB protocols, we introduce families of sets having a stronger
selective property.
Denition 2.2. Let k6n. A family F of subsets of [n] is (n; k)-strongly-selective if
for every subset Z of [n] such that |Z |6k and for every element z ∈Z there is a set
F in F such that Z ∩F = {z}.
If we have at hand an (n; + 1)-strongly selective family F= {F1; : : : ; Fm}, then it
is easy to de4ne an multi-DB protocol for the UB model on a network of n nodes and
maximum in-degree . A node u transmits (all the messages it knows) at time-slot t6m
iK u∈Ft . By the strongly selective property of F, for each set X of d6+ 1 nodes
and for each node u∈X , there is at least one time-slot in which only u transmits
among the nodes in X . This guarantees that every message reaches at least a new
node during the m time-slots. By iterating this process n times the multi-broadcast is
completed in n|F| time-slots.
Similarly to our single DB protocol, our multibroadcast protocol exploits the ex-
istence and the construction of strongly selective families of small size. Actually,
strongly selective families are a new appearance of a well-known notion. Let F=
{F1; : : : ; Fm} be a family of subsets of [n] and consider the matrix MF of m rows
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and n columns where MFt; i is set to 1 iK i∈Ft . It turns out that F is an (n; k)
strongly selective family iK the OR of any set of at most k columns of MF covers only
the columns of the set. Hence the columns of MF form a superimposed code [28].
Superimposed codes are also known in combinatorics as cover free families [19]. Our
protocol uses the (n; k) strongly selective families of size O(min{n; k2 log n}) whose
existence is proved in [19]. This existence proof does not provide an eHcient construc-
tion. However, eHcient construction of such families can be found in [28]: in this case
the size is O(min{n; k2 log2 n}).
Since a lower bound on the size of strongly selective families determines a lower
bound on the completion time of our multi-broadcast technique, we have also
investigated this combinatorial aspect. In [12], Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan obtain
a lower bound N((k2= log k) log n) for suHciently large k such k6n1=3. Our contribu-
tion here is the extension to every k of that bound, that is, N(min{n; (k2= log k) log n}).
This implies that there are no signi4cantly smaller strongly selective families than those
adopted by our protocols.
As in the case of selective families, we tried to exploit strongly selective families
to obtain good lower bounds on the completion time of multi-DB protocols. But we
could not obtain anything better than the lower bound for single broadcast.
In the BB model, besides the interference problems, the bound on the channel band-
width yields further delays due to the congestion inside the nodes of the network. We
exploit this aspect to obtain a non-trivial lower bound. Consider the following situation
that can happen during the execution of a multi-broadcast protocol. There are n nodes
each of them having r messages. They are not connected each other, and exactly two
of them are the only in-neighbors of another node u. Thus, all the r messages can
be received by u only if, for every pair of nodes and for each message, there is a
time-slot in which exactly one of the nodes of the pair transmits that message and the
other does not transmit anything. This suggests to introduce the following notion.
Denition 2.3. Two sequences x˜ and y˜ of equal length over the alphabet {0}∪ [r] are
r-diKerent if for any z ∈ [r] there is a coordinate i for which {xi; yi}= {z; 0}.
From the situation described above, we will show that a protocol which performs any
multi-broadcast operation on unknown networks within t time-slots must yield a set of n
pairwise r-diKerent sequences of length not greater than t. By combining this connection
with a new lower bound on the length of such sequences, i.e. N((r= log r) log n), we
derive the lower bounds for the multi-broadcast operation on the BB model.
3. Combinatorial results
3.1. Selective families
We now show the existence of (n; k)-selective families of small size by a suitable
application of the probabilistic method [2].
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Theorem 3.1. For any n¿2 and k¿2, there exists an (n; k)-selective family of size
O(k log(n=k)).
Proof. If k¿n=4, then the family of all singletons from [n] is an (n; k)-selective family
of size n. In the sequel we assume k¡n=4 and we say that a family F is selective
for a family S if, for each S ∈S, there is a set F ∈F such that |F ∩ S|=1. Let
Si ; 16i6log k	, be the family of all the subsets of [n] having size in the range
(2i−1; 2i]. Consider now a family Fi of li sets (the value of li is speci4ed later) in
which each set is de4ned by randomly picking every element of [n] independently,
with probability 1=2i.
Fix a set S ∈Si and consider a set F ∈Fi; then it holds that
Pr[|F ∩ S| = 1] = |S|
2i
(
1− 1
2i
)|S|−1
¿
|S|
2i
(
1− 1
2i
)2i
¿
|S|
4 · 2i ¿
1
8
;
where the second inequality is due to the fact that (1− 1=t)t¿ 14 for t¿2.
The sets in Fi have been constructed independently, so, from the above inequality,
the probability that Fi does not select S is at most(
1− 1
8
)li
6 e−li=8:
Hence we have that
Pr[Fi is not selective for Si]6
∑
S∈Si
Pr[Fi does not select S]
6
2i∑
d=2i−1+1
(
n
d
)
e−li=8:
By choosing li¿8 ln ((
n
2i )2
i), we get
2i∑
d=2i−1+1
(
n
d
)
e−li=8 6
2i∑
d=2i−1+1
(
n
d
)
(
n
2i
)
2i
6
2i∑
d=2i−1+1
1
2i
6
2i−1
2i
=
1
2
;
where the second inequality follows from d62i6n=2. Since log( nt )=O(t log(n=t)), it
holds that li6c2i log(n=2i)) for some constant c¿0, thus there exists a familyFi selec-
tive for Si and having size at most c2i log(n=2i). Finally, we consider the (n; k)-selective
family
F =
log k⋃
i=1
Fi
whose size is
log k∑
i=1
c2i log(n=2i) = O(k log(n=k)):
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In what follows, we provide a lower bound on the size of selective families. To this
aim, we make use of the notion of intersection free family
Denition 3.1. Let l6k6n. A family F of k-subsets of [n] is (n; k; l)-intersection
free if |F1 ∩F2| = l for every F1 and F2 from F.
Roughly speaking, the intersection free property is somewhat “complementary” to the
selectivity property we are using in this paper. So, even though an explicit mathematical
connection between the two properties will be determined later, the reader can already
imagine our interest in introducing the following result obtained by Frankl and FRuredi.
Theorem 3.2 (Frankl and FRuredi [22]). Let F be an (n; k; l)-intersection free family
where 2l+ 1¿k and k − l is a prime power. Then it holds that
|F|6
(
n
l
)(
2k − l− 1
k
)/(
2k − l− 1
l
)
:
In particular, we 4rst prove the following consequence of the above theorem
Corollary 3.1. Let F be an (n; k; k=2)-intersection free family where k is a power of
2 and k6n=64. Then it holds that
log |F|6 11k
12
log
(n
k
)
:
Proof. By using the following inequalities involving binomial coeHcients
(a
b
)b
6
(
a
b
)
6
(ea
b
)b
;
(
a− 1
b
)
=
a− b
a
(
a
b
)
we obtain
log |F|6 log


(
n
k=2
) ( 3k=2− 1
k
)
(
3k=2− 1
k=2
)

 = log

12
(
n
k=2
) ( 3k=2
k
)
(
3k=2
k=2
)


6 log
(
1
2
(
2en
k
)k=2(3e
2
)k
3−k=2
)
=
k
2
log
n
k
+
k
2
log 3 +
3k
2
log e− k
2
− 1 ¡ k
2
log
n
k
+
5
2
k
6
11k
12
log
n
k
:
We are now ready to prove the lower bound.
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Theorem 3.3. For any n¿2, let F be an (n; k)-selective family with 26k6n=64.
Then it holds that
|F|¿ k
24
log
n
k
:
Proof. Let k ′; k=2¡k ′6k, be a power of 2. Let %(G) be the chromatic number of the
graph G whose vertices are all the k ′-subsets of [n] and whose edges connect vertices
having exactly k ′=2 common elements. The theorem is an immediate consequence of
the following inequalities:
log %(G)¿
k
24
log
n
k
; (1)
|F|¿ log %(G): (2)
We 4rst prove Eq. (1). For any graph G(V; E) with stability number (G) it holds that
%(G)¿
|V |
(G)
: (3)
Clearly a stable set of vertices in G forms an (n; k ′; k ′=2)-intersection free family
satisfying the conditions of Corollary 3.1. Hence, from Eq. (3) and Corollary 3.1, we
have that
log %(G)¿ log |V | − log (G)¿ log
(
n
k ′
)
− 11k
′
12
log
n
k ′
¿ k ′ log
n
k ′
− 11k
′
12
log
n
k ′
=
k ′
12
log
n
k ′
¿
k
24
log
n
k
:
We now prove Eq. (2). Here we use the straightforward inequality
%
(
t⋃
i=1
Gi
)
6
t∏
i=1
%(Gi) (4)
that holds for any set of graphs having the same set of vertices.
Let be F= {F1; : : : ; F|F|}. We de4ne the graph Gi; 16i6|F|, by setting V (Gi)
=V (G) and by drawing an edge between two vertices of Gi if they are adjacent in
G and furthermore |Fi ∩X |=1, where X is the symmetric diKerence of the sets corre-
sponding to the two vertices. Since F is a (n; k)-selective family and the symmetric
diKerence of these sets has cardinality k ′, for any edge of G, there will be at least a
graph Gi having this edge. Hence we have G=
⋃|F|
i=1Gi. It thus follows that
log %(G) = log %
(
|F|⋃
i=1
Gi
)
6 log
|F|∏
i=1
%(Gi) =
|F|∑
i=1
log %(Gi)6 |F|;
where the 4rst inequality follows from Eq. (4) and the last inequality follows by noting
that the graphs Gi are bipartite graphs (i.e. %(Gi)62): indeed, for any two adjacent
vertices in Gi one has odd intersection with the elements of Fi and the other has even
intersection.
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3.2. Strongly selective families
In [8], Dyachkov and Rykov proved a lower bound N(ck log n) on the size of (n; k)-
strongly selective families, where
ck
k2= log k
= S(k2= log k) for k →∞:
Observe that this does not imply the standard two-variable lower bound N((k2= log k)
log n): for instance when k =N(n), this would imply a lower bound N(n2). The lat-
ter is clearly false. Indeed, the family consisting of all the singletons from [n] is
(n; k)-strongly selective for any k =1; : : : ; n, and it has size n. In [12], Chaudhuri and
Radhakrishnan obtain a lower bound (k2 log n)=(100 log k) for suHciently large k such
that 3 k6n1=3. Our contribution here is the generalization (and an improvement) of the
Chaudhuri and Radhakrishnan’s result.
We prove a lower bound that is only an O(log k) factor away from the O(min{n; k2
log n}) bound in [19].
Theorem 3.4. Let F be an (n; k)-strongly selective family.
(i) If 36k6
√
2n− 1 then it holds that |F|¿ k248 log k log n.
(ii) If k¿
√
2n then it holds that |F|¿n.
Proof. (i). The proof relies on a result by FRuredi [23] and a result by Bassalygo [18]
on superimposed codes. For the sake of convenience, we state such results in terms of
strongly selective families.
Let F be an (n; k)-strongly selective family then Bassalygo proved that
|F|¿ min
{(
k + 1
2
)
; n
}
; (5)
and FRuredi proved that, for k¿3,
n6 k − 1 +


|F|

|F| − k + 1(
k
2
)



 : (6)
Let 36k6
√
2n− 1. From Eq. (6) and the inequality ( ab)6(ea=b)b, we get
k(k − 1)
log e|F|k(k−1)2(|F|−k+1)
log(n− k + 1)6 2|F| − 3k + 2 + k2:
3 Notice that the conditions on k are stated immediately before Lemma 5.1 of [12].
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Since k2=26k(k − 1) ¡ k2 and √n¡n− k + 1, it follows that
k2
4 log e|F|k
2
2(|F|−k+1)
log n6 2|F| − 3k + 2 + k2:
Moreover, since k6
√
2n− 1, Eq. (5) implies that
|F|¿ k
2 + k
2
and then
|F|
2(|F| − k + 1) 6 1 and − 3k + 2 + k
2 6 2|F|:
We thus obtain
k2
4 log(ek2)
log n6 4|F|:
Finally, since k¿e; |F|¿(k2=48 log k) log n.
(ii). When k¿
√
2n, the thesis follows immediately from Eq. (5).
3.3. Sets of pairwise r-di)erent sequences
Our goal in this section is to prove a lower bound on the length of n sequences
which are pairwise r-diKerent. In the sequel, we will make use of the binary entropy
function h(t)=−t log t − (1− t) log(1− t).
The proof of our lower bound relies on the following theorem proved in [20].
Theorem 3.5 (Fachini and KRorner [20]). Let S be a subset of ( [r]2 ) and C be a set
of sequences of length m over the alphabet [r] with the property that for each
{x; y}∈ (C2 ) and {a; b}∈ S there exists an i∈ [m] such that {xi; yi}= {a; b}. Then
it holds that
log |C|6 m max
P
min
{a;b}∈S
{
(pa + pb)h
(
pb
pa + pb
)}
;
where, in the maximum, P is running over all the probability distributions on [r].
Theorem 3.6. Let M (n; r) denote the minimum length of n sequences which are pair-
wise r-di)erent. Then
M (n; r) = N
(
r
log r
log n
)
:
Proof. Let C be a set of n sequences which are pairwise r-diKerent and de4ne S=
{{0; i}| i∈[r]}. From Theorem 3.5 we have that
log n6 M (n; r)max
P
min
i∈[r]
{
(p0 + pi)h
(
pi
p0 + pi
)}
:
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Let f(x)= (p0+x)h(x=(p0+x)); 06x61. We have that f′(x)= log (p0+x)=x¿0 for
any 06x61. Thus f is not decreasing and we can restrict the search of the maximum
value, in the right hand of the above inequality, to those probability distributions in
which pi have the same value for all i∈ [r], i.e., pi =(1− p0)=r.
We thus consider for any x∈ [0; 1], the probability distribution pi = x=r for i∈ [r]
and p0 = 1− x. Then the inequality can be written as
log n6 M (n; r) max
x∈[0;1]
{(
1− x + x
r
)
h
(
x=r
1− x + x=r
)}
:
In order to prove the theorem, we show that
max
x∈[0;1]
{(
1− x + x
r
)
h
(
x=r
1− x + x=r
)}
= O
(
log r
r
)
:
Indeed, the function
f(x) =
(
1− x + x
r
)
h
(
x=r
1− x + x=r
)
can be written as
f(x) = (1− x) log
(
1 +
x
r(1− x)
)
+
x
r
log
r − rx + x
x
:
Then, by using the well-known inequality 1+ t6et (that holds for any real t), we get
(1− x) log
(
1 +
x
r(1− x)
)
6 (1− x) log ex=(r(1−x)) 6 x
r
log e
6
1
r
log e=O
(
1
r
)
:
It thus suHces to prove that
g(x) =
x
r
log
r − rx + x
x
= O
(
log r
r
)
:
Since (r− rx+ x)=x is a decreasing function in the interval set [r=(3r− 1); 1] then, for
x ∈ [r=(3r − 1); 1],
g(x)6
x
r
log 2r 6
1
r
log 2r ∈ O
(
log r
r
)
:
Furthermore,
g′(x) =
1
r
log
r − rx + x
x
− 1
(r − rx + x) ln 2
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is strictly positive in the interval set (0; r=(3r−1)]. Thus, in (0; r=(3r−1)], the function
g(x) is increasing. Hence, for x∈ [0; r=(3r − 1)],
g(x)6 g
(
r
3r − 1
)
=
1
3r − 1 log 2r = O
(
log r
r
)
:
This completes the proof.
4. Broadcast operations
4.1. The lower bounds
In this section, we show the existence of an in4nite family of directed graphs that
force any DB protocol to perform, in the worst-case, N(n logD) time-slots before
completing a broadcast. Then, we provide a simple variant of this family of graphs
yielding a lower bound that also depends on . Our lower bound holds for the UB
model (and, thus, for the BB model too). We 4rst formalize the notion of DB protocol
according to Bar-Yehuda et al. [3].
Denition 4.1. A Deterministic distributed Broadcast DB protocol P is a protocol that
works in time-slots (numbered 0; 1; : : :) according to the following rules:
1. In the initial time-slot a speci4ed node (i.e. the source) transmits a message (called
the source message).
2. In each time-slot, each node either acts as transmitter or as receiver or is non-active.
3. A node receives a message in a time-slot if and only if it acts as receiver and
exactly one of its in-neighbors acts as transmitter in that time-slot.
4. The action of a node in a speci4c time-slot is a function of its own label, the
number of the current time-slot t, and the messages received during the previous
time-slots.
Theorem 4.1. For any DB protocol P, for any n and for any D6n=6, there exists
an n-node directed graph GP of maximum eccentricity D such that P completes
broadcasting on GP in N(n logD) time-slots. The lower bound holds even when every
node knows n.
Proof. The graph GP is a layered n-node graph with D + 1 levels L0; L1; : : : ; LD;
Level L0 contains only the source s, level Lj has no more than n=(2D) nodes for
j=1; : : : ; D−1 and, 4nally, the level LD contains all the remaining nodes. All nodes of
Lj−1 have outgoing edges to all nodes in Lj. As we will see later, the actions speci4ed
by P determine the node assignment in the levels j¿1 in such a way that the proto-
col is forced to execute N((n=D) logD) time-slots in order to successfully transmit the
source message between two consecutive levels. This assignment will be performed by
induction on the levels.
From Theorem 3.3, there exists a constant c¿0 such that, if 26D6n=6, any (n=2	;
n=(2D))-selective family must have size at least T , where T = c(n=D) logD.
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The theorem is then an easy consequence of the following:
Claim 1. For any j=0; : : : ; D−1, it is possible to assign nodes in L0; L1; : : : ; Lj in such
a way that P does not broadcast the source message to level Lj before the time-slot
j ·T .
Proof. The proof is by induction on j. For j=0, the claim is trivial. We thus assume
the thesis be true for any j and we prove it for j + 1. Let us de4ne
R = {nodes not already assigned to levels L0; : : : ; Lj}:
Notice that |R|¿n=2	. In fact
|R| = n−
j∑
h=0
|Lh|¿ n−
(⌊ n
2D
⌋)
(D − 2)− 1¿
⌈n
2
⌉
:
Let L be an arbitrary subset of R. Consider the following two cases: (i) Lj+1 is chosen
as L, and (ii) Lj+1 is chosen as R (i.e. all the remaining nodes are assigned to Lj+1).
In both cases, the predecessor 4 subgraph GPu of any node u∈L is that induced by
L0 ∪ L1 ∪ · · · ∪ Lj+1 ∪ {u} in GP . It follows that the behavior of node u, according to
protocol P, is the same in both cases. We can thus consider the behavior of P when
Lj+1=R. Then, we de4ne
Ft = {u ∈ R|u acts as transmitter at time-slot j · T + t}
and the family F={F1; : : : ; FT−1} of subsets from R. Since |F|¡T; F is not (n=2	;
n=(2D))-selective; so, a subset L ⊂ R exists such that |L|6n=(2D) and L is not
selected by F (and thus by P) in any time-slot t such that jT + 16t6( j+ 1)T − 1.
The proof is completed by choosing Lj+1 as L.
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a DB protocol. Then, for any n, for any D6n=6, and for any
6n=D, there exists an n-node directed graph GP of maximum eccentricity D and
in-degree bounded by  such that P completes broadcasting on GP in N(D log(n=))
time-slots. The lower bound holds even when every node knows n and .
Proof. The proof is based on the same construction of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The
only diKerence is that, for every j=1; 2; : : : ; D− 1, level Lj of GP consists of at most
 nodes and LD (consisting of all the remaining nodes) is connected to the previous
level in such a way that the maximum in-degree is kept not larger than .
4.2. The upper bounds
This section provides a DB protocol for unknown networks. For case of exposition,
we 4rst describe the protocol that assume the knowledge of n and . Then, we show
4 Given a graph G, the predecessor subgraph Gu of a node u is the subgraph of G induced by all nodes
v for which there exists a directed path from v to u.
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how to extend the same technique to the cases in which  and n are not known by
the nodes.
The following protocol assumes the knowledge of  and n.
4.2.1. Description of protocol BROAD-A(n; )
The protocol uses an (n; )-selective family F. It starts by setting all the nodes to
the active state, and by let s transmit the source message. After the 4rst time-slot, it
turns s to the non-active state. Then, it performs a sequence of consecutive identical
phases. Let us 4x an arbitrary ordering for the sets of F; at time-slot j of phase i,
each node v acts according to the following rule: v transmits the source message along
its outgoing edges if and only if
(1) the label of v belongs to the jth set of F, and
(2) v has received the source message for the rst time during the phase i − 1.
After the phase in which a node v acts as a transmitter, it turns to the non-active state
(so, this is a 4rst change w.r.t. the straightforward protocol described in Section 2). The
active nodes that, at time-slot j of any phase, have a state not satisfying Conditions (1)
and (2) act as receivers. Observe that Condition (2) is the key diKerence between our
technique and the straightforward one. As we will see in the analysis of the protocol,
this diKerence will play a crucial role in order to achieve an upper bound not containing
the linear factor n.
Theorem 4.3. Protocol BROAD-A(n; ) completes broadcasting and terminates in
O(D log(n=)) time-slots on any n-node graph of maximum eccentricity D and max-
imum in-degree .
Proof. Since, Theorem 3.1 implies that |F|=O(D log(n=)), the thesis is an easy
consequence of the following claim.
Claim. A node v receives ( for the rst time) the source message at phase i of protocol
BROAD-A(n; ) if and only if v is at distance i + 1 from the source s.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. (⇐). For i=0 the claim is obvious. We thus
assume that all nodes at distance i have received the source message during phase
i− 1. Let us consider a node v at distance i+1 during phase i. This node has at least
one informed in-neighbor at distance i. According to the protocol, only the neighbors
of v informed in phase i− 1 will act as transmitters in phase i. Then, from the (n; )-
selectivity of F, there will be a step of phase i, in which only one of these informed
in-neighbors will transmit to v. (⇒). If v is not at distance i + 1 from s, then two
cases may arise. If v is at distance less than i + 1 then, by the inductive hypothesis,
v has been informed before phase i. Otherwise, v is at distance greater than i + 1, so
none of its in-neighbors has been informed before phase i.
The next protocol assumes the knowledge of n.
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4.2.2. Description of protocol BROAD-B(n)
Each node runs a sequence of phases, each of them consisting of log n	 time-slots.
In time-slot l (16l6log n	) of phase h, each node runs time-slot h of BROAD-A(n; 2l).
Furthermore, if a node v is set to the non-active state in a time-slot of BROAD-A(n; 2l)
for some 16l6log n	, then it will stay inactive for all the rest of BROAD-B(n).
Theorem 4.4. Protocol BROAD-B(n) completes broadcasting and terminates in
O(D log n log(n=)) time-slots on any n-node graph of maximum eccentricity D and
maximum in-degree .
Proof. Since G has maximum in-degree d, the execution of BROAD-A(n; 2ld) where ld
is the minimum integer such that d62ld satis4es claim in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Observe that during this execution, a node v, that satis4es the two conditions for
transmitting, could be already in the non-active state because of the execution of some
BROAD-A(n; 2l) with l6ld. However, if this is the case, v has already successfully
transmitted the source message to all its out-neighbors.
In the third protocol, the nodes only know their respective labels.
4.2.3. Description of protocol BROAD(¿1)
Informally speaking, this protocol consists in running BROAD-B(n) with n=2‘, for
‘=1; 2; : : : : One of these executions will be the “good” one. However, applying
a direct “dovetail” scheduling would result into a completion time of O((D log n
log(n=))2) (recall that nodes do not know n). So, in order to bound the extra-time
by a factor of O(log n), Protocol BROAD executes diKerent applications of BROAD-B(·)
according to a more sophisticated dovetail technique. Consider the following family of
functions:
f0(z) = 0; f

k (z) = 2
k2=(k − z); k = 1; 2; 3; : : : :
Protocol BROAD() consists of a sequence of phases, denoted as PHASE(k); k =1; 2; 3; : : : :
The PHASE(k) is in turn formed by k stages: in STAGE(k; ‘) (with ‘=0; 1; : : : ; k − 1),
the nodes execute the time-slots
fk−1(‘) + 1; f

k−1(‘) + 2; : : : ; f

k (‘)
of BROAD-B(2‘). If a node v is not active in a time-slot of BROAD-B(2‘), for some ‘, then it
will remain non-active for all the rest of BROAD(). This new dovetail technique is shown
in Fig. 1. Observe that a node v during the execution of a time-slot of BROAD-B(2‘)
could have been informed for the 4rst time during a time-slot of the execution of
BROAD-B(2‘
′
) for some ‘′ = ‘′. In this case, by de4nition of Protocol BROAD-A(· ; ·), the
node v acts as an informed node.
Theorem 4.5. For any positive constant ¿0; BROAD() completes broadcasting and
terminates in O(D log(n=) log1+ n) time-slots on any n-node graph of maximum
eccentricity D and maximum in-degree .
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Fig. 1. The 4gure refers to the case =2: the abscissa represents the executions of BROAD-B(2‘), while the
ordinate represents the time-slots of BROAD-B(2‘).
Proof. The execution of BROAD-B(2‘n), for ‘n= log n	, will be the good one and it has
completion time O(D log(n=) log n). By de4nition of BROAD(), it follows that all the
nodes turn to the non active state within the last time-slot tend =O(D log(n=) log n)
of BROAD-B(2‘n). We thus need to upper bound the time in which this happens, i.e.,
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when PHASE(kend) is completed, where kend is the smallest integer such that kend¿‘n
and fkend (‘n)¿tend. From the de4nition of f

k , it follows that
kend 6 log
=2 tend : (7)
Let T be the number of time-slots required to complete PHASE(kend). From the de4nition
of phase and stage of the protocol, it holds that
T =
kend∑
k=1
k−1∑
‘=0
(fk (‘)− fk−1(‘)) =
kend−1∑
‘=0
fkend (‘):
It thus follows that
T =
kend−1∑
‘=0
fkend (‘)6 2
k2=end
kend−1∑
‘=0
(kend − ‘)6 2k
2=
endk2end : (8)
Finally, by combining Eq. (7) with Eq. (8), we get T6tend log
 tend and so
T = O(D log(n=) log1+ n):
5. Multi-broadcast: the BB model
We 4rst need to extend De4nition 4.1 to multi-broadcast operations. We assume here
that each message has an header containing a unique ID number so that two messages
have diKerent ID numbers.
Denition 5.1. A multi-DB (multi-RB) protocol P is a protocol that, given a graph
G and a set of r broadcast operations on it (in short, an r-broadcast operation, r¿1),
works in time-slots (numbered 0; 1; : : :) according to the following rules.
1. In every time-slot, each node either acts as transmitter or as receiver. When trans-
mitting, the node sends one message.
2. All the nodes share the same message-recovering function R that takes any message
m as input and, if any, returns the (unique) broadcast message contained in m.
3. A node receives a message in a time-slot if and only if it acts as receiver and exactly
one of its in-neighbors acts as transmitter in that time-slot.
4. The actions of a node in a speci4c time-slot are function of its own label, the
number of current time-slot t, and the messages received during the previous time-
slots (for multi-RB protocols, the actions also depend on the output of a random bit
generators).
5.1. The lower bound for deterministic protocols
The next theorem provides a lower bound which is a function of the congestion c
and n.
Theorem 5.1. Let P be any multi-DB protocol. Then, for any n¿4 and c¿2, there
exist an n-node directed graph GP , with D=3; =2, and an r-broadcast operation
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(with r¿c) on GP (yielding a congestion c), such that P completes this operation in
N((c= log c) log n) time.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider the case in which c is arbitrary 4xed
and r= c (i.e., maximum congestion). The graph GP will be one of the family Gn
described below. Any graph in Gn is an n-nodes directed graph of 3 levels. The 4rst
level consists of the (unique) source node (with label 1) containing all the r messages.
The source is then connected to n − 2 nodes that form the second level. Finally, the
third level has only one node (with label n), i.e., the sink. The sink has exactly two
in-neighbors among the nodes in the second level. We denote by Gu; v the graph in
which the sink has u and v as its in-neighbors. So,
Gn = {Gu;v | u; v ∈ {2; 3; : : : ; n− 1}}:
Since the sink cannot send any information to any other node, the execution of P, with
respect to any non sink node, is the same for every graph of the family. Let T be
de4ned as follows:
T = max
Gu;v∈Gn
{t |P has completion time t on Gu;v}:
We represent the execution of the 4rst T time-slots of P,with respect to a node v in
the second level, as a sequence x˜v over the alphabet {0; 1; : : : ; r} with the following
meaning: x˜v(t)=z (z¿1) if, at time-slot t; v sends a message m such that R(m) is
the zth source message, where R is the message-recovering function. Furthermore,
x˜v(t)= 0 if, at time-slot t, either v acts as receiver or it sends a message m such that
R(m) is not de4ned. We thus obtain a set DP of n − 2 sequences of length T over
the alphabet {0; 1; : : : ; r}.
We claim that a necessary condition to complete the r-broadcast on every graph in
G is that any two sequences x˜u and x˜v, with v = u, must be r-di)erent, i.e., for any
element z ∈ [r] there is a coordinate t for which the set {˜xu(t); xv(t)} is equal to {z; 0}.
Indeed, assume by contradiction that this is not true. So, there are two sequences
x˜u; x˜v with v = u and z ∈ [r], such that {˜xu(t); xv(t)} is not equal to {z; 0} for every
t6T . We then consider protocol P on the graph Gu; v. It is easy to verify that, in Gu; v,
the sink is reachable from the source, but the sink does not receive the zth message
during the 4rst T time-slots.
From the above discussion, the n−2 sequences of length T in DP must be pairwise
r-diKerent. From Theorem 3.6, in order to have a set of n − 2 pairwise r-diKerence
sequences of length T , it must hold that
T = N
(
r
log r
log n
)
:
Since T is a lower bound on the worst-case completion time of P over the graph
family Gn, the theorem follows.
Theorem 5.2. Let P be any multi-DB protocol. Then, for any n¿4; 36D6n=6
and 26c6r, it is possible to dene an n-node directed graph GP with maximum
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eccentricity D and maximum in-degree =2, and a set of r independent broadcast
operations on GP (yielding a congestion c) such that P completes these operations
on GP in N(c + (c= log c + D) log n) time.
Proof. Since a node can receive at most one message per time-slot, it is easy to obtain
the lower bound N(c). Then, by combining the family of graphs of Theorem 5.2 (with
=2) with that yielding Theorem 4.2, we easily get the thesis.
Notice that the proof of Theorem 5.1 does not rely on the fact that the nodes do
not know n. Thus, Theorem 5.2 also holds under this condition.
Finally, we observe that the above construction can be easily modi4ed in order to let
each of the r broadcast messages start from a diKerent source (i.e. we have r messages
in r diKerent sources). It suHces to replace the source node in Gn (see the proof of
Theorem 5.1) with the root of a binary directed tree in which the r sources are the
leaves of the tree. The only diKerence is that D is now a logarithmic function of n.
5.2. Lower bound for randomized protocols
Any worst-case time bound of a randomized protocol can be considered reliable if
it happens within a high probability on every possible instance. This concept is widely
adopted in the 4eld of randomized algorithms [34], and it can be easily adapted to the
case of multi-broadcast operations on unknown networks.
Denition 5.2. A multi-RB protocol P has completion time T (where, clearly, T de-
pends on n) if, for any n¿1 and for any n-node graph G; P completes, with probability
at least 1− 1=n any r-broadcast operation on G within T time-slots.
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a multi-RB protocol for unknown networks. If P has comple-
tion time T, then it must holds that T =N((c= log c) log n).
Proof. The proof makes use of the families Gn (n¿4) of directed graphs, and the
corresponding multi-broadcast operations, which have been introduced in the proof of
Theorem 5.1. In particular, we will show that, for any n¿4, a graph GP∈Gn exists on
which P has N((c= log c) log n) completion time with probability larger than 1=n. As
in the proof of Theorem 5.1, an execution of T time-slots of P, with respect to the
nodes of the second level of Gu; v, can be represented as a set D of n − 2 sequences
of length T over the alphabet {0; : : : ; r} (with the same meaning of that given in the
proof of Theorem 5.1). A multi-RB protocol (restricted to the nodes in the second
level of Gu; v) can thus be seen as a probability distribution P over the set A of all
possible sequence sets D. Consider the following function
%D(u; v) =
{
1 if sequences u and v in D are r-diKerent;
0 otherwise:
From the hypothesis of the theorem we have that, for all u = v,
Pr{P has completion time T on Gu;v}¿ 1− 1n ;
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it follows that
∀u = v ∑
D∈A
P(D)%D(u; v)¿ 1− 1
n
: (9)
Consider now the sum
MD =
∑
u;v∈L2
%D(u; v);
where L2 denotes the nodes of the second level of any graph in Gn; this equals the
number of r-diKerent pairs yielded by the protocol P. We now prove that there has to
exist a TD such that
M TD ¿
(
1− 1
n
)
(n− 2)(n− 3)
2
: (10)
In fact, from Eq. (9), we have that
∑
u;v∈L2
∑
D∈A
P(D)%D(u; v)¿
(
1− 1
n
)
(n− 2)(n− 3)
2
and, hence
∑
D∈A
P(D)
∑
u;v∈L2
%D(u; v) =
∑
D∈A
P(D)MD ¿
(
1− 1
n
)
(n− 2)(n− 3)
2
:
It follows that a TD exists that veri4es Eq. (10). We now prove that TD must contain a
large subset of sequences which are pairwise r-diKerent, thus the same property derived
in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Claim. There exists a subset TS⊆ TD such that | TS|= n=2 and, for any u; v∈ TS (with
u = v), the pair (u; v) is r-di)erent.
Proof. The following simple algorithm 4nds the desired subset TS (we assume here
that n is an even number).
begin
Choose an arbitrary TS⊆ TD s.t. | TS|= n=2
TSc := ∅:
while ( TS does not satisfy the claim) do
begin
Choose (arbitrarily) u; v∈ TS that are not r-diKerent
Choose (arbitrarily) k ∈ TD\( TS∪ TSc)
TS := ( TS− {v})∪{k};
TSc := TSc ∪{v}
end
return TS.
end
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We 4rst notice that, from Eq. (10), there are at most (n−3)=2 diKerent pairs in TD that
are not r-diKerent. Since at every iteration of the while loop the algorithm “discards”
a new not r-diKerent pair in TD, the algorithm always returns a set TS satisfying the
claim in O(n) steps.
The claim implies that the multi-RB protocol P on the family Gn must yield a set
of n=2 sequences that are pairwise r-diKerent. So, by applying the lower bound of
Theorem 3.6, we can state that
T = N
(
r
log r
log
n
2
)
= N
(
r
log r
log n
)
:
Since T is a lower bound on the completion time of P, the lemma follows.
The proof of the following theorem is an easy consequence of the N(D log(n=D))
lower bound for randomized protocols given in [31], the trivial lower bound N(c), and
Lemma 5.1.
Theorem 5.3. Let P be any multi-RB protocol. Then, for any n¿4; D¿3 and 26c
6r, there exist (i) an n-node directed graph GP with maximum eccentricity D and
maximum in-degree =2, and (ii) a set of r independent broadcast operations on GP
(yielding a congestion c), such that the completion time of P is N(c+(c= log c) log n+
D log(n=D)).
The above theorem in fact holds for any probability lower bound of the form 1−1=na
(with any 4xed constant a¿0). However, we choose the form 1 − 1=n in order to
simplify the proof of Lemma 5.1.
5.3. The multi-broadcast protocols
As mentioned in the Introduction, our multi-DB protocols make use of superimposed
codes [19,25,26,16]. In particular, we will use the following upper bounds [19,28].
Theorem 5.4. For any n¿3 and for k¿2:
there exist (n; k)-strongly selective families of size O(min{n; k2 log n}) [19];
it is possible to construct, in time polynomial in n and k, an (n; k)-strongly
selective family (based on q-ary error-correcting codes) of size O(min{n; k2
log2 n}) [28, p. 370].
We recall that an N((k2= log k) log n) lower bound is proved in Theorem 3.4.
In what follows, we describe the protocol MULTI-BB-BROAD-A(n; ): It assumes that
nodes know  and n. However, when  and=or n are not known, we can adopt the same
dovetail technique described in Section 4.2. The cost of this further task is O(log1+ n)
additional time-slots (for any 4xed ¿0) per each time-slot of MULTI-BB-BROAD-A(n; ).
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5.3.1. Description of protocol MULTI-BB-BROAD-A(n; )
With each message is associated a priority so that the priorities induce a total ordering
on the set of broadcast messages. 5 The priorities will be used by the nodes to schedule
the messages to send. In fact, every node stores the messages by means of a priority
queue. The protocol MULTI-BB-BROAD-A(n; ) uses an (n; +1)-strongly selective family
F= {F1; F2; : : : ; F|F|}. It consists of a sequence of consecutive phases. Each phase
consists of |F| time-slots. At the very beginning, the priority queues of the source
nodes contain their broadcast messages, the other priority queues are empty. At the
beginning of each phase, every node v with a non-empty priority extracts from the
queue the message mv of highest priority. At the jth time-slot of the phase, node v
acts according to the following rules:
• If the label of v belongs to Fj and mv exists then v transmits mv.
• In all the other cases, v acts as a receiver. If v receives a message that v has never
received before, the message is enqueued, otherwise, the message is discarded.
Theorem 5.5. Protocol MULTI-BB-BROAD-A(n; ) completes any r-broadcast operation
within O((D + c)min{n; 2 log n}) time-slots on any n-node graph of maximum
eccentricity D, maximum in-degree , and congestion c.
Proof. Firstly, we prove the following:
Claim 1. If a node v transmits a message during a phase t then all the out-neighbors
of v receive the message by the end of phase t.
Proof. In fact, let u be any out-neighbor of v. By virtue of the (n;  + 1)-strong
selectivity of F, there is a time-slot of phase t in which u acts as a receiver and v
is the only node, among the in-neighbors of u (notice that these are at most ), that
transmits. Hence, in that time-slot, u receives the message of v.
Now, we can show that all messages reach their destinations.
Claim 2. After a nite number of phases, any message m is received by all the nodes
that are reachable from the source of m.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the distance ‘ from the source. For ‘=0 the
claim is obvious. Let u be a node at distance ‘ + 1 from the source. Consider an
in-neighbor v of u at distance ‘. From the inductive hypothesis, node v receives the
message m. The 4rst time this happens, m is enqueued in the priority queue of v.
According to the protocol, at the beginning of each phase, node v extracts the message
of highest priority and transmits it. Since there are less than r messages of priority
higher than that of m and any message is enqueued at most once, it follows that v
5 A possible choice for the priorities is the following. If m is the hth message of a source of label l then
the priority of m is given by the pair (l; h). Thus, for any two messages m and m′ of priorities (l; h) and
(l′; h′), m has priority higher than m′ if either l¡l′ or l= l′ and h¡h′.
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extracts and transmits m within at most r phases. Thus, from Claim 1 node u receives
the message m.
The last step consists of showing that the messages cannot be delayed too much.
Claim 3. Assume that node u, at distance ‘ from the source of a message m, receives
m for the rst time during phase ‘+tu. Then, during the rst ‘+tu phases, u transmits
at least tu − 1 messages with higher priority than that of m.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the distance ‘. For ‘=0 the claim is obvious.
Let u be a node at distance ‘ + 1 and let v be the node at distance ‘ from which u
receives m for the 4rst time. Let ‘ + tv be the phase in which node v receives m for
the 4rst time. By inductive hypothesis, in the 4rst ‘ + tv phases, v transmits at least
tv − 1 messages of higher priority (than that of m). This fact and Claim 1 imply that,
in the 4rst ‘ + tv phases, u receives from v a set M1 of at least tv − 1 messages of
higher priority. Now, let k¿0 be the number of phases during which the message m
remains in the priority queue of v. This implies that v transmits a set M2 of k further
messages of higher priority before transmitting m. As a consequence, u receives all the
messages in M2 before receiving m.
Let tu= tv+k; then node u receives m for the 4rst time in phase ‘+1+tu. When this
happens u has received from v at least tv − 1 + k = tu − 1 messages of higher priority
(i.e., all the messages in M1 ∪M2). Since all these messages have been received in
distinct phases among the 4rst ‘+ tu, the node u transmits at least tu − 1 messages of
higher priority in the 4rst ‘ + 1 + tu phases.
Notice that any message m has to reach nodes at distance at most D from its source
and there are less than c messages of priority higher than m that collide with m. Hence,
Claims 2 and 3 imply that any message reaches its destinations in less than D+ c
phases. Since each phase requires O(min{n; 2 log n}) time-slots (see Theorem 5.4)
the thesis follows.
6. Conclusions and open problems
The main contribution of this paper is that of providing explicit and strong con-
nections between a set of old and new combinatorial tools and the issue of broadcast
operations in radio networks of unknown topology. Due to such connections, we have
obtained new lower and upper bounds on the completion time of this important oper-
ation. We believe that the concept of selectivity and that of r-diKerent sequences can
have further applications to other distributed models in which the local knowledge is
extremely low. Some evidence of our opinion is also given by some previous results
[33] in which strongly selective families have been used for the distributed coloring
problem in unknown graphs.
As for speci4c research directions, the following ones appear to be the most relevant.
The lower bounds for multi-DB (and multi-RB) protocols are consequences of the
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combinatorial lower bound N(r= log r) log n) on the length of n pairwise r-diKerent se-
quences given in Theorem 3.6. We do not know whether the latter is tight. As far
as we know, the best upper bound is O(r log n). The deterministic upper bounds in
Theorem 5.5 almost match the lower bound in Theorem 5.2, when =O(poly log n).
An interesting future research goal is that of reducing the gap between upper and
lower bounds for larger . To this aim, we believe that a generalization of the
N((r= log r) log n) lower bound to d-wise r-diKerent sequences could give a stronger
lower bound that also depends on .
A further research direction is that of using the same combinatorial tools to inves-
tigate the issue of dynamical-fault tolerance in radio networks. Dynamical edge and
node faults may happen at any instant, even during the execution of a protocol. Some
results on this direction have been recently obtained in [15].
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